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Outline: Three Lectures
Monday: China has been the most successful economy ever, but the period of
very high speed growth is now over. Chinese leaders have decided to push
hard for continued “medium high speed growth.”

Wednesday: The Chinese economic system is evolving rapidly, but ot to a
familiar mixed market economy. Rather it is a market based system with
(sometimes clumsy) top down control through money and through the
Communist Party.
Today: Numerous large-scale and expensive initiatives are underway, which
we will describe. These are growing very rapidly and present many new
challenges. These are much larger in scope than traditional government
initiatives and different in type. There will be successes, but there are many
associated risks: this is a huge gamble.

Pushing For Growth
• In the early Xi Jinping administration, it was possible that economic
reform and “the market as the decisive influence” would be the
dominant goal of policy; that has not happened.
• Many ambitious initiatives have been gradually incorporated into
plans. Gradually, Xi Jinping has endorsed them and identified
personally with their success.
• These look like “traditional” state-directed programs but they are
actually unprecedented, and a large change from the China of a
decade ago.

1. Three Main “Baskets” of Programs
A. Techno-industrial Policies: Massive programs of infant industry
support, far bigger than any known previously, focused on emerging
and future industries.
B. Infrastructure construction linking China with its Asian neighbors—
the Belt and Road Initiative. Moving directly from domestic
infrastructure to cross-border infrastructure.
C. Rebuilding urban structures on a massive scale: three major
metropolitan areas to be reconstructed.
These policies are huge and risky, but they also have a foundation in
China’s broader investment and development.

A. Extremely rapid growth in outlays
for “Techno-Industrial Policy”

• Fifteen years ago, China spent almost nothing on industrial policy. In
the immediate wake of the global financial crisis (2009), a new “Megaprojects,” program received $5 billion annually.
• By 2010-2011, the Strategic Emerging Industries (SEI) program was
approaching $100 billion annual support for all new industries.
• Today, industrial policy commitments are in the hundreds of billion US
dollars.
• Semiconductor Funds: $69 billion verified, heading to $120 billion.
• Electric vehicles: $50-100 billion guesstimate.
• Many Individual sectors: Advanced manufacturing ($3 billion); Merics
identified $6-7 billion in support for industrial robotics.

• The old funding commitments haven’tdisappeared: this is largely
cumulative. For comparison: the US government annual supports for
about $50 billion for research and development, mostly medical.

By end 2016, announced semiconductor
investment funds totaled US $69 billion.
• Semiconductor investment
funds have been
established in at least 14
provinces, in addition to
the large national fund.
• Some of these provinces
don’t have semiconductor
industries.
• Semiconductor industry is
probably the most
extreme case.

Policy Instruments: Multiple, Overlapping,
Cumulative
• After 2006, Chinese industrial policy-makers rapidly developed a basked of
overlapping targeted polices:
•
•
•
•
•

Subsidies and tax breaks to producers;
Demand-side subsidization (e.g., electric vehicles);
Technical standard-setting that privileges domestic firms;
Procurement preferences;
Strategic targets that serve a coordination function

• Since 2014, rapid roll-out of
• Programs such as Innovation-Driven Development; Made in China 2025; and Internet Plus.
These are in principle better, because they are less targeted and envisage raising capabilities
throughout the economy.
• Establish funding mechanisms that have some role for competitive project selection and
rates of return analysis.

• However, none of these instruments are “sunset,” they all persist and overlap.

Result:
• Nobody really knows how much money is being spent;
• There are evaluations of the effectiveness of programs, but they are
never public and we don’t know the criteria or the outcomes.
Nobody knows how effectively the money is being spent.
• How do the incentives and protectionist measures affect upstream
and downstream industries?
• Do these policies actually end up fostering high tech industrial
development?
• Semiconductor industry fund: equivalent to $50 from every man,
woman and child in China.

A new technological frontier:
• Artificial intelligence is enabled by Big Data
• Artificial intelligence: Don’t think of IBM’s Watson, a stand-alone genius
computer.
• Artificial intelligence: Think of cheap, on-demand processing services, like a
utility, that makes many products work (or work better).
• The operator with the biggest data set has an intrinsic advantage: Google is the
leader.
• China has the largest data sets because:
• 1.32 billion mobile phone users, who conduct, on average more business on their phones
than Europeans or Americans do.
• Government that actively cooperates with internet businesses to collect and analyze data
(Cf. MERICs “Social Credit” Report).
• Absence of privacy protections.

B. Massive Transport Infrastructure
Construction: Belt and Road Initiative.
1. Completion of China’s high-speed transport infrastructure—both
rail and highway—has been important and is well known. It is also
nearing completion.
2. As a successor, the “Belt and Road Initiative” has gotten the most
attention. Although so far outlays have been modest, the
ambitious objectives should be taken seriously.
3. Be very careful with the definition of the “Belt and Road initiative.”
In fact, “one belt and one road” directs attention away from the
reality, which is a single Chinese hub with multiple spokes, and
Southeast Asia is by far the economically most significantly
spoke(s).

China is to be the hub of six (or seven?)
transport spokes

Pakistan Corridor Goes First

High Speed Railway to Southeast Asia

How Big will The Belt & Road Initiative Be?
• So far, OBOR outlays have been modest, and have grown slowly. The
Ministry of Commerce reported $14.5 billion in 2016, essentially unchanged
from 2015.
• But a slow start is understandable, because each real OBOR project requires
a bilateral planning exercise between China and the partner country. Only
China-Pakistan have completed a draft.
• In a moderate scenario, OBOR outlays will increase to around $50-60 billion
per year.
• China has structural saving surplus of 2-3% of GDP, $11.2 trillion in 2016, so
China has about $200-350 billion net to invest abroad annually.
• In other words, $50 billion is no problem, but amounts significantly above
this would greatly distort efforts to resume capital account opening. This is
the situation today.

C. Reconstruction of China’s Three Main Urban
Centers
A. Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei complex,
1. Construction of new urban center in Xiong’an District.
2. Strict population cap on Beijing, especially central Beijing.
3. Attempt to assign specific economic functions to different sub-complexes of
the greater Beijing metropolitan area.

B. Lower Yangtze Urban Belt
C. Pearl River Bay Region
1. Infrastructure that integrates East and West sides of the Pearl River Delta
2. Hong Kong and Macau Incorporated
3. Urban functions redistributed among five cities: Hong Kong-MacauShenzhen-Guangzhou-Zhuhai

Framework Agreement
for new
Pearl River Bay Area
signed July 1, 2017

2. A Huge Gamble
• These programs are all reasonably well conceived. They envision
changes that are likely to take place under market conditions and
create polices to accelerate them.
• Some will certainly succeed: it is unquestionable that China will
emerge as the world’s largest economy (at market exchange rates)
and a primary technology power over the next twenty years.
• However, the scale, direction, and acceleration of these policies
creates substantial sources of risk.
• Each of these is a potential source of problems.

2a. Strengthened State Enterprises as
Instruments of Ambitious National Goals
• Aggregate importance of SOEs has declined, but the largest SOEs are
being groomed and strengthened to be strong international actors.
• China Development Bank has been recapitalized by $48 billion in
funds In July 2015, “repurposed” as a government-directed
development bank.
• Inclusion of Communist Party in strategic decision-making of SOEs is
in part designed insure alignment between national goals and
enterprise decisions.
• Establishment of “state capital investment and operation funds”
designed to provide strategic goals to SOEs and include them in their
reward functions.

Financialization and “Reform” of State
Enterprise System
• Last time, we described the new corporate governance system and rapid
“financialization” that are transforming the Chinese state-owned enterprise
(SOE) sector.
• Events in 2017-2018 have accelerated substantially, following years of vacillation.
• The 2013 Third Plenum made a few cryptic comments about managing “capital”
rather than “assets,” but the best ideas were rejected.

• Objective: less intrusive management and more arms-length, financebased control but also more effective Communist Party control.
• These changes are designed to give state-owned entities more resources
and more flexibility in using them. “Mixed ownership” in particular is a
complex concept. Much more money will be running through the state
sector, especially as government-run “industrial guidance” funds.
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2b. Emerging Competition for Resources
• So far, increased investment has been justified as a means to keep the
growth decline within manageable limits. That is, it is justifiable from
a demand-side perspective.
• These initiatives represent a so-far modest step back from marketguidance.
• However, momentum for these projects is building steadily. They are
new and we have barely begun to see the impact. Within five years, if
the current trajectory holds, we will see major changes in the balance
between government and market.
• Potential conflicts are evident in fiscal deficit and capital account. In
the short run, priority to OBOR is an obstacle in resuming capital
account liberalization.

Are these policies “top-down” or “bottomup”?
• The form of China’s industrial policies are increasingly bottom-up.
• However, this may be an illusion. By pumping an enormous volume
of resources into the system, the center actually imposes certain
choices on grass roots actors.
• Indeed, top-down policies induce excess entry into promising fields,
making the subsequent “shake out” more painful and costly. This is
what we saw in the solar panel industry.

2c. Incentive Structure: Absence of an end
game.
• The Chinese government is essentially playing the role of a venture
capitalist.
• The venture capitalist accepts that 19 of his investments will fail, but that
the 1 successful one will generate sufficient profit to offset his losses on
the 19. But venture capitalists are rather good at pulling the plug on
unsuccessful investments.
• Chinese government takes a long time to recognize setbacks, and keeps
investing in failed start-ups for too long a period. We already start to see
this in electric vehicles.
• The danger is that many sectors will in the future look like the solar panel
industry today.
• Without debt restructuring these issues are especially worrisome.

2d. Technology Risk and Decline of Global
Production Networks
• As China moves closer to the technology frontier, there are fewer
opportunities to copy existing technologies, and more risk associated
with competing technological paths.
• Especially risky is the Chinese insistence on mastering “core
technologies” which are the most difficult and research intensive links
in the production chain.
• Past Chinese success has been fundamentally based on close
cooperation with multi-national corporations in production chains.
Sometimes Chinese participation is “low value-added” but this is due
to fast integration and can be gradually changed.

Example: Cell Phones, Global Dis-integration
Lowers Entry Barriers for Chinese IC Firms
“The availability of IC design tools, semiconductor fab services, and
open-source smartphone software [Android] allows Chinese firms to
circumvent their weak spots and develop their strengths in hardware,
IC design, and integration.”
-Interview, June 2012, with Leo Li, CEO of Spreadtrum
(important Chinese telephone handset IC design company, acquired by
Tsinghua Unigroup).

Newly Dis-Integrated Value Chain:
Innovative
Chinese Firms
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Coolpad;
Xiaomi;
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Of “Shanzhai”

Open-source Software
China Software Interface

Google
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Example 2: Electric Vehicles
• China is making a big push into electric vehicles, but this push
emphatically includes making the batteries. Chinese industrial policy
excludes hybrids; excludes hydrogen fuel cells; doubles down on
batteries.
• Technological change in batteries has been disappointment. Tesla is
important because it gambled you could succeed with the “old”
technology of NiCad batteries, like in your cell phone.
• Now China is going to flood it’s own industry with NiCad batteries. It
might work (lowering prices) but if a better technological solution
emerges, China will pay a huge cost.

2e. Macroeconomic Problems
• The fundamental context of China’s economy today is that
profitability in traditional, private-dominated manufacturing is
declining.
• By keeping investment high, China essentially insures that
productivity will continue to inch lower. With growth of factor inputs
reduced, in the long-term growth can only come from productivity
improvements. Now all of China’s eggs are in one basket:
productivity improvement through technology, and not so much from
system reform.

Macroeconomic problems emerge gradually:
1. We saw on Monday that productivity growth has slowed. Measured as
ICOR (incremental capital-output ratio) or TFP (province-level or
enterprise-level specifications) productivity growth has slowed.
2. At the same time, the flow of resources into emerging sectors creates
optimism and some remarkable success stories.
3. However, as resources are pumped into lower yielding investments
(perhaps because they are premature), the return to investment almost
inevitably declines.
4. This contributes to China’s debt problems unless handled extremely well.
Wrong bets on new technologies could be very costly. China has not yet
found an effective way to “de-leverage,” reducing debt loads that are
already very high.

2f. Increased Possibility of International
Conflict
• China’s industrial subsidies will compel a response from other
developed market economies. This is inevitable and is not dependent
on the Trump administration.
• Rules of conduct for international economic affairs are facing an
unprecedented challenge.
• Individual high-tech industries will be destabilized in the way that
solar panels have been. [Consider the outcomes in solar panels. Who
got the benefits? Who paid the costs?]
• U.S. action imminent in: (1) import restrictions on steel and
aluminum; (2) increased scrutiny of Chinese investment.

Is “Belt and Road” a beneficial program of
infrastructure investment, or a program to
dominate neighboring countries?
• It is both.
• Huge potential economic benefits from completing the Asian
infrastructure network, which, in a historical accident was interrupted
by the collapse of imperialism.
• Neighboring countries have economies that are 1-3% the size of
China. They are afraid of being overwhelmed by China economically
and politically. (Pakistan is the exception, which is why Belt and Road
is moving faster there).
• An alternative Chinese model of global order?

3. Conclusion
• China is the world’s most competitive economy, and it is moving
upwards fast in a range of sectors.
• Xi Jinping appears highly committed to policies that try to accelerate
these processes. The policies may not work, and they are very
expensive. They compete with many other priorities for the Chinese
people, in particular health care and provision for an aging society.
• They may also lead to increased international friction.
• Xi Jinping’s future policy regime will thus depend on the trade-off
between these different approaches and objectives.

